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FOREWORD
Dear reader,
On the basis of studies that have been carried out, the Rescue Board is the
most reliable state agency in the Republic of Estonia. To keep this title,
consistent and determined work has been performed. At the same time,
we still do not know, whether the trust is equally high among those, who
have been in direct contact with us. To enable the Rescue Board to complete its task in a better way that meets the expectations of the society,
the Rescue Board has started to gather systemic feedback from the users
of our services.
All of the Rescue Board’s workers strive daily to ensure that the Estonian
people could live in a safe environment. But safety does not depend only
on the Rescue Board - all of us must know and act out our roles in the
creating and preserving of a safe living environment. Thereat, under “all
of us” we mean private persons, companies, local municipalities, state
agencies, foreign partners, volunteers as well as the workers of the Rescue
Board. The values of the Rescue Board are helpfulness, courage and trust.
It is important that also the persons outside of the Rescue Board be more
helpful, caring, attentive and willing to help each other.
Accident analysis show that many of the problems result from the people’s inability to cope with problems, which is why it is important to
engage in prevention related cooperation with the social field and the
local municipalities. The awareness and actions of the fire and water accident risk groups are hard to influence, which is why we must find new
solutions for risk mitigation through improving the safety of the physical
environment.
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In the current security situation and in connection to the risks associated with climate change,
it is as important as ever that the Rescue Board,
its partners and the citizens be prepared for
emergency situations. An increasing amount of
attention should be paid to improving the risk
awareness and independent coping skills in an
emergency situation. The protection of the population needs a systemic approach both from
the standpoint of ensuring primary vital services
as well as the distribution of resources.
“Rescue Board’s Yearbook 2015” is an informative document on the reaching of last year’s objectives and its most significant activities. Hopefully, this overview leads to the establishment
of a number of cooperation projects, which ensures a safer future for us all. In this part, I wish
us all good luck!
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INTRODUCTION
The Rescue Board is a governmental authority in the Ministry of the
Interior’s jurisdiction, which’ mission is to prevent accidents, and to save
lives, property and the environment. The Rescue Board is the third largest public sector agency in Estonia.
Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Centre 3,5%

Accident
Prevention 1,5%

Fire Safety
Supervision 4,7%
Crisis
Management 1,2%

Rescue Work
Department 3,4%

Support
Services 7,3%

Kuno Tammearu
Director General of the Rescue Board
Rescue Stations 78,2%

Management
0,2%

Division of the staff of the Rescue Board. The largest part of the

Rescue Board’s employees (78%) work in 72 rescue stations. 7% of the
employees work in support structures supporting the main fields of
action.
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Other rescue calls
7188

Rescue events,
suspected threats
19 190

are the structural units of the Rescue Board, which’ main tasks are the
provision of public services for fire safety supervision, preventive work,
crisis management and rescue operations on specific territories.

Explosive ordnance
disposal
1520
Fire safety
inspected buildings
4613
Self-inspections
3886

Safety related
counselling at home
16 400

Construction
inspections
11 784

Division of the activities of the Rescue Board. A large part of

the daily activities of the Rescue Board are of a preventive character
(counselling, inspections etc.). The Rescue Board reacted to dangerous
situations on 20,710 occasions during the past year.

Northern RC
Eastern RC

THE MISSION OF THE RESCUE BOARD:
We prevent accidents,
save lives, property
and the envronment.
THE VALUES OF THE RESCUE BOARD :
HELPFULNESS –
we notice and assist people in need of help.
COURAGE –
we have the courage to decide, act and take responsibility.
TRUST –
we trust and we are trusted.
THE VISION OF THE RESCUE BOARD:

Western RC

Together we have reduced accidents and losses to the level
seen in the Nordic countries.
Southern RC

Scope of activities of the Rescue Board. The rescue centres (RC)
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Fire

2015

4103

Mistaken call

3971

Automated false alarm

PERFORMANCE
OF THE
OBJECTIVES OF
THE RESCUE
BOARD
The efficiency of the Rescue Board is mainly
evaluated through the change in the number of
accidents and the amount of damages resulting
from accidents. The vision of the Rescue Board
is to reach an equal position with the Nordic
Countries (Finland, Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Iceland) in regard to rescue-related
safety (the number of accidents and the scope of
the consequences) by 2025.

3085

Provision of help
1780

Natural phenomena event

1598

Traffic accident
Helpless person

1369

Supporting the demining centre

1325
1108

Helpless animal/bird

801

Other

484

Oil contamination

400

Electric grid emergency

278

Gas emergency

195

Call to a fire threat
Accident on a water body

166

Communal emergency

120

Chemical contamination

9

63

Railway emergency

8

Radioactive contamination

6

Flight accident

2
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000

The division of the calls to the rescue brigades in 2015. The res-

cue workers were called to the location on 26,378 occasions. On 73%
of the occasions, they had to deal with a dangerous situation, meaning
a rescue situation. Most often (on 5,515 situations or 29% of the rescue situations), the rescuers had to put out fires. In 2015, Estonia had
only 7 days when no building fires happened.
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97
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Drowning casualties

Drowning victims in water accidents. In 2015, Estonia had the

least amount of drowning victims across the viewed periods. The number of drowning victims reduced especially in the number of persons
that drowned during the summer months. The Rescue Board started
its active water safety related prevention work in 2010.
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Fire casualties, fires with casualties and fires in residential
buildings. There were 43 fires with casualties in Estonia in the past

year, which resulted in a total of 50 casualties. 46 of them (90%) died
in residential building fires. An average of 2 homes caught fire per day
during the last year.
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Northern RC

6

Eastern RC

Victims injured in fires

Southern RC

Fire casualties

Western RC

Persons saved from fires

Fire casualties, injured victims in fires and persons rescued
from fires in the activity regions of the Rescue Board in 2015. A

total of 97 persons were rescued from fires during the last year, most of
them – 38 – in the Southern activity region of the Rescue Board. A total
of 81 persons were injured, and a total of 50 persons died in the fires.
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4,10

3,50
3,00
2,50
2,00

1,59

1,50
1,00
0,50
0,00

0,70

Estonia

1,48
1,06
0,62

Finland

Fire casualties per 100 000 citizens in 2014

0,67

Denmark

0,52
Norway

0,76

0,58

Sweden

Residential buildings fires per 1000 citizens in 2014

Fire casualties per 100,000 citizens and residential building
fires per 1,000 citizens in the Nordic Countries in 2014. The vi-

sion of the Rescue Board is to reach the rescue-related safety levels of
the Nordic Countries by 2025. In 2015, there were 0.6 residential
building fires per 1,000 citizens in Estonia, which is an average level in
comparison to the information concerning the Nordic Countries. At
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the same time, there were 4 times as many fire casualties per 100,000
citizens in Estonia than in the Nordic Countries.
2015

14213 438 €

2014

8378 721 €

2013

13574 965 €

2012

13367 974 €

2011

15147 061 €

2010

13485 358 €

2009

17633 224 €

2008
- €

22752 547 €
5000 000 €

10000 000 €

15000 000 €

20000 000 €

25000 000 €

Damage to buildings from fires

Property damage from building fires. In the last year, the average

property damage for a single building fire was 8,820 Euros. This
number was at its all- time low in 2014, at a level of 4,571 Euros for
a single building fire. The size of the damage depends more on the
type of a building and its materials than the number of fires. A few
fires in industrial buildings can significantly increase the size of yearly
property damage.
Cause of the fire

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Total of negligence
and unawareness

1 312

1 317

1 275

1 039

1 138

993

Total of malfunctions

467

432

387

324

349

333

Total of deliberately
caused damages

129

137

130

131

184

210

Total of natural
phenomena

48

20

9

21

22

8

Undetermined causes

51

78

103

112

140

66

Total

2 007

1 984

1 904

1 627

1 833

1 610

Causes of building fires. The most common causes of building fires

throughout the years have been negligence with the use of open fire
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and carelessness while smoking. The number of fires caused by carelessness and unawareness decreased in the last year, at the same time,
the number of fires caused by malfunctions (electrical installations,
heating devices etc.) stayed at the same level.
Types of calls

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Explosions

10

15

4

8

5

6

Casualties

2

0

1

0

0

1

Injured victims

13

7

1

9

6

6

Bomb threats

29

31

26

27

12

35

...in schools

1

3

6

2

1

3

Suspected bomb
threats

141

171

151

128

123

138

Explosive devices

5

6

3

3

1

2

Bomb-technical
inspections

108

86

81

71

76

64

Explosives

3 102

2 808

3 042

3 552

3 627

4 675

Total number of calls

1 436

1 301

1 283

1 479

1 614

1 520

Explosive Ordnance Disposal operations characteristics and
calls. The explosive ordnance disposal centre had 1,520 calls in 2015,

during which a total of 4,675 dangerous explosives were defused. A
large part of the defused remnants of war were collected during planned
works at Männiku, where a total of 1887 explosives were found and
defused between May 2-8, 2015. In comparison with 2014, the number of found and defused remnants of war increased by 30%.
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ACTIONS TO
ACHIEVE THE
OBJECTIVES
The strategy of the Rescue Board until 2025 has
specified five main strategic options that would
help us reach the vision and the specified objectives. Below, we have presented an overview of
the important activities in the strategic fields of
action in 2015.

Preventive work and civil
protection
The reduction in the number of accidents has
been significantly influenced by successful preventive work. Preventive actions have been in
the focus of the Rescue Board for years, and
many structural units are thoroughly involved
in its performance, by also involving partners
outside of the organisation. During the last
years, more attention has been paid to the readiness of the population to act in possible emergency situations.

Home fire safety related counselling. In 2015, the Rescue Board

gave fire safety related counselling to households in 16,400 living spaces, which is half as much as in 2014. In 31% of the homes that were
visited, there were no smoke detectors, or they had not been properly
installed.
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Fire safety related condition of the living spaces. The home visits

A life jacket saves your life. During the 2015 summer safety days,

performed in 2015 showed that the largest environment related safety
issues were caused by damaged or old heat sources and electricity, or
lack thereof. As a result, the Rescue Board focused its last year’s actions
on cooperative activities with the Ministry of Social Affairs and the
local municipalities. It is important that, while assigning subsistence
benefits, also the actions taken to ensure fire safety requirements and
vital services be included in ensuring a decent living environment.
With the Rescue Board’s support and in cooperation with the third
sector, 25 damaged and fire-hazardous heat sources were mended.

the participants could try on a life jacket in the “Greenscreen” imaging
environment, where the water was added to the photo digitally.
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Let’s make Estonia less fire-hazardous. In the last year, the Rescue

Safety-related training. Different training courses were carried out

Board organised a media campaign, which called for inspecting one’s
home fire safety in the online environment www.kodutuleohutuks.ee.
The interested parties could also complete the test at the safety days,
the test was completed a total of 50,000 times in the last year.

in 2015 for a total of 62,007 persons (4.6% of the population). Of
them, 53,831 persons received fire safety related training, and 25,073
received water safety related training. A large part of the training
courses were carried out by the rescue workers that participate daily in rescue works. On the picture: Rescue workers from Suure-Jaani
teaching the children from the Muumi group of Kindergarten Piilu in
Olustvere.
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Foto: Kaspar Pokk/Scanpix
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Readiness for emergency situations. There were 3 fires at enter-

Museum Night 2015. The Estonian Fire Fighting Museum opened

prises with major hazard. To be ready for the possible emergency situations at chemical companies, the readiness of the companies, operational services and the population was tested in several cooperation
training exercises in 2015, incl. the operation of the notification systems, the broadcasting of the directions to the population and evacuations. The picture shows a fire at the production building of Molycorp
Silmet AS.

its doors to the 11-storey fire fighting tower to the visitors. More than
1,000 people came to have a look at the tower, and to enjoy the city
panorama. The intermediate floors showed the photo exhibition “Fire
fighting buildings in Estonia”. This years´ Museum Night was dedicated to music, and had the sub-heading “There is music in the night”.
To celebrate the event, the brass band of the Tallinn Fire Fighting Association Pritsu Brass, which is directed by Raimo Reitel, gave three
performances at the courtyard of the Raua Street fire fighting building.
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Cooperation and partnership
The factors that directly affect the onset of accidents are often outside of
the direct field of actions of the Rescue Board. This is why it is extremely
important for the Rescue Board to cooperate efficiently with its partners
from the private, public and non-profit sector.

The Rescue Board is the Estonian Wooden House Friend of
2014. The title might be specified for 2014, but it was handed over in

The Rescue Board’s conference “In cooperation to make life
less fire-hazardous”. This conference focused in defining the roles

of all parties in preventing fire casualties. The connections of accidents
with social issues and alcohol policy were discussed, as well as the possibility to increase the coverage of safety themes in the society. On the
picture: the discussion panel involving Arto Saar, the rural municipality mayor of Järva-Jaani, Kuno Tammearu, Director General of the
Rescue Board, and Margo Klaos, Head of the Southern Rescue Centre,
discussing the options of the community for ensuring the safety.

August 2015. This year, the Estonian Wooden House Association that
unites the forward-thinking wooden house manufacturers of Estonia
issued its honorary title of the Estonian Wooden House Friend for the
fifth time. This time, the title was granted to the Rescue Board, who
has made an effort this year, so that it would be possible to construct
fire-safe large-scale wooden buildings.
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Let’s do it! As recognition from the ad experts, the Rescue Board was
awarded the “Silver egg” for holding fire safety community activities
on 2015 Community Activities Day “Let’s do it!” across Estonia.

25

Cooperation with the Tallinn Healthcare College (TTK). In 2015,

fire safety related courses were also added to the curriculum of the
TTK, which raises the fire safety related knowledge of the workers of
the medical and care institutions before starting work. The activities
resulted from the Estonian-Swiss cooperation program “Increasing fire
safety at round-the-clock medical and care institutions in Estonia”.
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XIV forum for volunteer fire-fighters. The 2015 forum was held

at Laagri, Saue Rural Municipality, and 317 volunteer rescue workers
from 40 volunteer rescue societies attended the event. In 2015, the
total number of volunteer rescue workers increased by 215 persons
(14%). At the end of the last year, 1,768 volunteer rescue workers and
115 volunteer rescue brigades worked as cooperation partners of the
Estonian Rescue Board. 21% of the volunteer rescue workers are employees of the Rescue Board. The picture depicts the moment, when a
summary of the forum’s workshops is given.
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Signing of a tripartite cooperation agreement between
Edelaraudtee Infrastruktuuri AS, the Alarm Centre and the
Rescue Board. The objective of the contract was to raise the level of

readiness to react to accidents on the railway infrastructure belonging
to Edelaraudtee through joint actions. Several other important agreements were signed last year by the Estonian Rescue Board, for example
with the Estonian Security Association, the Association of Estonian
Broadcasters, Estonian Public Broadcasting and Estonian Railways
Ltd.
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Informative day of the fire safety companies. On October 1,

Ajujaht 2015. The Rescue Board cooperated for the first time with

2015, an informative day of the fire safety companies was held at the
Tallinn University, which was headed by the Rescue Board, the objective of which was the enhancement of cooperation, and providing an
overview of the developments and important topics in the field of fire
safety to the companies. This is already the fifth consecutive informative day since 2011. A total of 60 representatives of the fire safety
companies took part in the informative day.

the innovation competition Ajujaht. The solutions offered at the idea
day organised in the rooms of the Lasnamäe rescue brigade managed to qualify within the 30 best ideas in the competition in the
form of a sensor that indicates the need to clean the heating system.
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Modernisation of the technology
To sustainably increase the safety of the society, it is important that the
technological possibilities be skilfully used. At the same time, technology is making us and the organisations connected to us more vulnerable,
since we are increasingly more dependent on different technological solutions that are not under our control.

New ladder trucks. On November 27, the naming ceremony of the

six new modern ladder trucks was held at the Freedom Square in Tallinn. The acquisition of the ladder trucks ensures the ability to rescue
persons from a height at any location across the Continental Estonia
within an hour’s time. The new ladder trucks were named “Laurits”.
The use of simulation technology. To raise the safety related aware-

ness of the population, the Rescue Board is using an increasing number devices that depict dangerous and safe situations in a controlled
environment during the safety days. On the picture: a real-life chimney sweep gave explanations to the visitors next to a new heat source
simulator at the Vändra safety days.
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Technical equipment for explosive ordnance disposal. The re-

sources of the Internal Security Fund (ISF) became available for the
Explosive Ordnance Disposal Centre, which were used to purchase
new bomb robots and bomb dismantling suits for 2016. ISF also supported the modernisation and development of the relevant information system DEMIS. The objective of the project is to improve the
management and analysing capabilities of explosive related information, which ensures the better planning of explosive ordnance disposal
works, a better resource use and a higher quality of information exchange in criminal procedure cases. The widening of the query options
and the higher quality gathering of the information reduces the risks
that may arise during the explosive ordnance disposal, increases the
effectiveness, enables the more efficient planning of training courses to
be performed, and the protection of criminal procedure related information.
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An environment for the submission of fire safety self-inspection reports. In 2015, a total of 3,886 fire safety self-inspection re-

ports were submitted to the Rescue Board, 20% of which were submitted through the electronic environment. The report environment
is located at https://tuleohutusaruanne.ee

Fact-based planning and data analysis
The Rescue Board cannot allow all of the management concerning the
safety of persons to be made on the basis of a gut feeling. The systemic monitoring of the interior and exterior environment and taking the
changes into account is important in case all of the Rescue Board’s services. Thereat, the effective work with an increasing volume of information and ensuring the quality of information becomes increasingly more
important.
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RESCUE INFORMATION SYSTEM

Processing
of emergency
notifications

Analysis
of the actions
and events

Rescue/
explosive
ordnance
disposal
resources
and events

Monitoring
and prevention
dataset
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Development
of services

Statistics

Rescue information system. The objective of the rescue informa-

tion system is to facilitate the work of the Rescue Board and the Alarm
Centre in forming and sustaining a safe living environment, preventing dangers, and giving operative and professional help. The information system enables to gather the data concerning the events, actions
and procedures in a single database to facilitate the efficient and quick
performance of the tasks and to organise efficient monitoring. In the
last year, a widespread project was launched to create a joint data warehouse (PÄHKAL) for the Rescue Board and the Alarm Centre, which
would enable the better analysing of activities through the use of different data sources for improving the service quality and achieving the
strategic objectives.

Geographical information application. In spring 2015, the Min-

istry of the Interior’s IT and Development Centre (SMIT) mapped in
cooperation with the Rescue Board the needs relating to geographical
information and geographical information systems. As a quick solution for the bottle necks, already by the end of the year a web-based
geographical information application was created for the management
or map objects, which’ first area of use was the specifying and inspection of the locations of the fire hydrants and water points. In the near
future, the operational map drawing function, boat launching locations, swimming locations and dangerous companies are added to the
application.

Organisational capabilities
To achieve the wished effect in the society, an adequate number of
able-bodied workers with the needed knowledge and skills, and a well
operating organisation are needed. The Rescue Board is systemically
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working towards facilitating innovation that supports the achieving of
the objectives, external cooperation, increase in competencies and an organisational culture.

Personnel strategy for 2015-2025 for the Rescue Board. The per-

sonnel strategy focuses on supporting the achievement of its vision and
the objectives in eight fields that have been defined in the national personnel policy white paper, the personnel strategy in the jurisdiction of
the Ministry of the Interior, and the strategy of the Rescue Board. The
personnel management fields in the Rescue Board are management
development, career management, development and evaluation, work

37

environment, personnel planning, recruitment and selection, service
relationships and value stance. The development of managers focuses
mainly on three levels: new managers, experienced managers and a
new generation of managers. Already six development blocks have
been launched or are soon to begin for the development of management, which includes the new manager development program “Management shuttle”, management school “Management is not rocket science”, management modules “Management to the stars”, specialist to
manager development program “Future managers”, competition based
management “Space – an organised world” and different workshops,
e.g. “Brigade chiefs’ workshop”, “Autumn management workshop”
and “Female managers at the Rescue Board”.
1.
Determination
of the needs

2.
Finding
the solutions

3.
Selection of
the ideas and
solutions

Strategy
Objectives
Risks

Best
practices
Field-specific
literature
Cooperation

Evaluation
of the effects
Evaluation of
the application
Funding
sources

Facilitating
the generation
of ideas

4.
Carrying out
the solutions

Generation
of ideas during
the work
process

The basic principle for the functioning of innovation. In the

last year, the current situation innovation was mapped at the Rescue
Board, and an appropriate action plan was drafted. In order for the
good ideas to be applied, the idea movement channels and the principles of evaluating and applying ideas had to be thoroughly revised.
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Determination of
improvement needs

Setting objectives
Developing the quality
indices and methods

Adjustment of the
objectives

Defining the
achievement level

Adjusting the indices
and the methods

Communicating the
plans

ion
at
Eva
lu

Evaluation of the effects
– comparison of the
achievement levels and the
effects to the objectives
Feedback concerning the
evaluation results

ce
an

that it had participated in in 2015, the largest were the EU´s Baltic Sea
Region everyday accidents, disaster prevention and resilience project
BaltPrevResilience, and the EU’s Baltic Sea Region fast response best
practices’ and key gaps’ identification project “From Gaps to Caps”
(the picture depicts participants of the project meeting in Tallinn from
Denmark, Iceland and Lithuania).

Pla
n

Perf
or
m

Foreign cooperation projects. Of the foreign cooperation projects

Reporting
achievements
by centres

t
en
m
t

ng
ni

Ad
ju
s

Defining focus

Drafting
quality
analysis
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Guiding the staf
Confirming work
performance according
to the methods
Data collection
according to the
methods

The application of quality management at the Rescue Board.

In the renewal of the service cards of the Rescue Board, this time the
focus was on the objectives and the quality indices. To ensure the accordance of the services with the expectations of the consumers, and
to ensure the operation of the plan-perform-evaluate-adjust cycle (also
known as the Deming’s cycle), numerous internal training courses
were carried out and the needed procedural amendments were carried
out.
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Health improvement. In 2015, much attention was paid to the

health and capacity for work of the workers. The Labour Inspectorate
recognised the Rescue Board for its psychological counselling service
with a first place in the best work environment practice competition.
There are also other health improving activities – joint hiking trips,
Rogain, Tower Building King, Rat Race (on the picture), team-based
number of steps competitions, swimming practices etc.
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